
Rim Exit Devices: 48" HORIZ. RIM EXIT DEVICE-ALUM/LH - PA UL540ALL
 

48" HORIZ. RIM EXIT DEVICE-ALUM/LH - PA UL540ALL
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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price Each:$167.79

Ask a question about this product 

Description Non-handed, this device is operated by a standard 1-1/8" mortise cylinder with MS type cam and requires a cylinder mounting pad
when using the cylinder. Cylinder mounting pad (CMP) is thru-bolted to the device and prevents the cylinder from being forcibly removed. The
crossbar mounting height is 36-1/2" from the bottom of the door and is designed for application to 7' high doors. For doors that are taller than the
standard 7' height, EXTENSION ROD kits are available in 12" and 24" lengths. ? Ideal for aluminum storefront doors ? Dual dogging via pins
(below housing), or by the outside cylinder key ? Our vertical rods are fabricated of quality steel for extended strength and durability ? If you
choose to install this device with the outside cylinder mounting pad, use a 1-1/8" mortise cylinder with an Adams-Rite? MS cam. Horizontal Exit
Device / 48" Exit Device in aluminum (clear) finish left hand. Non-handed, this device is operated by a standard 1-1/8" mortise cylinder with MS
type cam and requires a cylinder mounting pad when using the cylinder. Cylinder mounting pad (CMP) is thru-bolted to the device and prevents
the cylinder from being forcibly removed. The crossbar mounting height is 36-1/2" from the bottom of the door and is designed for application to
7' high doors. For doors that are taller than the standard 7' height, EXTENSION ROD kits are available in 12" and 24" lengths. ? Ideal for
aluminum storefront doors ? Dual dogging via pins (below housing), or by the outside cylinder key ? Our vertical rods are fabricated of quality
steel for extended strength and durability ? If you choose to install this device with the outside cylinder mounting pad, use a 1-1/8" mortise
cylinder with an Adams-Rite? MS cam. Horizontal Exit Device / 48" Exit Device in aluminum (clear) finish left hand. 
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